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Facebook Helps Students Stay in Touch,
Network, Get Involved
BY SEAN CON WAY

Features Editor
Students who sit in the back of their
classrooms and can view the many laptop
screens in front of them—or who walk
through the halls of the many student
commons areas or lobbies—are likely to
catch their classmates on Facebook. Like
its competitors, this social networking site
has grown exponentially in recent years.
Among other things, Facebook
serves as a tool through which students
can make new friends and, of course, keep
in touch with old ones. Consequently,
GW Law students are not unique in
their devotion to Facebook. According
to Insider Media Group and CNN.com,
approximately nine million accounts are
registered on Facebook; also, active ac
count holders check their accounts 23.6
times per month.
Although many students at the Law
School use Facebook for entertainment,
the site is increasingly being used for more
practical purposes. Many law students use
Facebook to connect with their student or
ganizations or to discuss things with their
sections in groups created for that very
reason—in fact, incoming 1L students
in each section took it upon themselves
to create section groups early during the
first semester so their members could get
to know each other better.
Julia Martin, Vice President of

Education for Street Law (Street Law), "Facebook wasn't around when I was in
an organization at the Law School which college," said Sheats, "but a few friends
supports legal literacy and fosters positive suggested I start a group to spread the
youth development in DC public schools, word about my candidacy. I sent invita
described the manner in which she and tions to my friends, who sent invitations to
her classmates have taken advantage of their friends, and so on." As a result of this
Facebook: "We use a Facebook group sharing, "Brett Sheats for SBA Executive
as a way for our members to interact and VP" currently has 58 members.
Sheats said, however, that not all
community build," Martin said.
of
the
members in "Brett Sheats for SBA
Street Law maintains both a website
Executive
VP" can view the personal pro
and a page on TWEN, but Martin said
file he maintains on
that Facebook can
Facebook. Sheats,
help members of
like
many Facebook
the organization by
patrons,
keeps his
allowing them the
Among other things,
profile
privacy
pro
opportunity to get
Facebook serves as a tool tected, limiting ac
to know each other
cess to his page to
through which students
on a more personal
only those who are
level. Although it
can make new friends
friends with him on
has not seen much
and, of course, keep in
the social network.
activity in its first
"It's not un
year, Martin believes
touch with old ones.
heard of for employthat the Facebook
ers to do background
group will play a sig
checks on applicants
nificant role in the
through Facebook,"
growth and develop
explained Sheats. "Facebook is a place for
ment of the organization in the future.
Other student organizations such as me to share inside jokes with my friends
the GW Law Democrats are also using and post pictures of myself playing beer
Facebook groups to boost membership, pong, so I try to limit outside access as
involvement and knowledge about group much as possible."
Sheats is not the only student who
events.
Brett Sheats also saw an opportunity took advantage of Facebook to spread
to use Facebook this Spring during his the word about his SBA candidacy.
successful candidacy for Student Bar As Every other SBA presidential and vice
sociation (SBA) Executive Vice-President. presidential candidate created a group for

the same purpose, as did many senatorial
candidates.
Other students at the Law School
share Sheats' attitude towards Facebook.
This fall, 1L Christa Sanchez started the
group "Overheard at GW Law," a group
on whose wall students may post comical
quotes they have overheard at the Law
School. "Overheard" currently maintains
a membership of 220 students.
Sanchez said she got the idea for the
group from OverheardInNewYork.com, a
website that documents snippets of con
versations overheard in New York City.
"I was actually quoted on OverHeardlnNewYork.com when I lived in New York
City after graduating from college," said
Sanchez. "Early last semester, I overheard
another 1L say something ridiculous,
and I thought to myself, 'I need to create
Overheard at GW Law.'"
Sanchez declined to share the over
heard comment at G W tha
t helped spawn
the group, but did share one of her favorite
entries in the GW Law group: '"Is there
a shorter, more accurate answer?' which
was Professor Tom Colby's response
to a student who incorrectly answered
'Yes.'"
Because of all that it offers, many
students find themselves addicted to it and
are forced to tear themselves away from
it to ensure their grades do not slip! One
such 1L confided: "I've given up Facebook until finals are over. Or, at least I've
given it up when I'm in class... ."
•

Pirate Booty Auctioned for
Worthy Cause
BY SARAH V ALERIO

News Editor
Once a year, the Law School fills
with students eager to get their hands on
some booty—no, this is not a reference to
the incoming crop of lLs in August, but
rather the droves of students who partici
pate in the "Pirates of the Potomac" live
and silent auction.
"Pirates of the Potomac" is an an
nual event sponsored by the Equal Justice
Foundation (EJF). All the proceeds are
distributed as grants for GW Law students
working full-time for non-profit legal
service organizations. Last year's auction
raised more than $30,000.
The free pizza and beverages—and,
of course, the 150+ prizes up for auc
tion—drew students. Among the many
items for up for auction were BARBRI
courses valued at $1,250 a piece, lunches

and the like with professors, weekend increments—a process similar to bidding
stays at area hotels, parties, celebrity on e-bay. Students walked through the
items, gift certificates and naming rights to aisles covered with bid-sheets describing
next year's 1L Legal Research and Writing the items to browse the bounty or bid to
win. More than 100
problem.
™items
were available
Both parts of
for
bidding
in the
the auction (silent "/ actually enjoyed being a
silent
auction.
and live) took place
pirate so much that I still
"Pirate Queen"
on April 5, 2007.
Prof.
Cheh, "Pirate
haven't
given
my
costume
Students applying for
Kings"
Profs. Greg
grants funded with back! It was truly a riveting
ory
Maggs,
Eric Sirauction proceeds
experience:
the
roar
of
ulnik
and
Jonathan
served as volunteers
Turley and Dean
at the event. The si
the crowd, the sound of
Steven
Schooner
lent auction ran from
checks being signed. "
and
"Pirate
Princes"
9 AM to 6 PM in
Bryan
King
and Sam
~
Sam
Jammal
Kelly Lounge and
Jammal
presided
the live auction was ^
over the live auction
held from 4 to 8PM
portion
of
the
program.
in LL101.
"Bryan and I dressed up as pirates,"
At the silent auction, students sub
Jammal
said. "I actually enjoyed being a
mitted their bids for items in writing and
pirate
so
much that I still haven't given
could outbid each other in pre-determined
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my costume back! It was truly a riveting
experience: the roar of the crowd, the
sound of checks being signed. EJF did a
great job planning things and really did a
great service to America." King added,
"It was fun. I had a great time as an auc
tioneer and thought that the event was a
big success."
Prof. Turley said of the experience:
"I learned a great deal. For example,
any hope of preserving one's dignity is
quickly lost when you are dressed like
Puss n' Boots. I thought my colleagues,
particularly Prof. Sirulnik, cut far better
pirate images. In my endomorphic cast
ing, I looked more like Jackie Gleason
than Johnny Depp."
Students and faculty alike agreed
that the auction was a success, largely as
a result of the efforts of auction board
members Jackie Lasaracina, MaryAnne
McReynold, Michael Whitican, Marlena
Crippin and Christina Davis.
•
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One Step Closer to a New
Journal
offers its students only four journals on more than 65 countries worldwide pro
vide bi-monthly insights on key domestic
which to serve.
Editor-in-Chief
cases and their
Consequently, on Ocimplications.
tober 24, 2006, the SBA
According to its website
If it adopts the
As of late last month, the Fac assigned a task force com
ILDC,
the Law
ulty-Student Journal Committee and the prising members of the
(www.oxfordlawreports.
School will be
Faculty-Student Curriculum Committee SBA Executive Board and
com), the ILDC allows for responsible for
have voted to approve the addition of the SBA Senators to research
Oxford International Law in Domestic available journal options. consideration of important the submission
Courts On-Line Journal (ILDC) to the Its efforts yielded a long list
of cases on
public international law
Law School. The vote represents a culmi of unaffiliated journals, in
behalf of the
issues which are decided United States.
nation of a vigorous campaign initiated by cluding the Antitrust Jour
the Student Bar Association (SBA) in late nal, National Tax Journal,
In a news
in domestic courts
2006 to bring another respected journal to Tort Trial & Ins. Practice
update pub
throughout the world.
GW Law.
Law Jour
lished on March
A survey
nal, Business •••••
•••— 29, 2007, the
conducted by the A survey conducted by the Lawyer and
SBA asserted
SBA last year re
American Business Law that the ILDC "represents an opportunity
SBA last year revealed
vealed that GW
Journal, all of which have for students [at the Law School] to be
that GW Law lagged far considerable student sup published through the submission of case
Law lagged far
behind similar
behind similarly-situated port but for which faculty commentaries on decisions in U.S. courts
ly-situated law
members have declined interpreting or applying international
schools (accord law schools (according to to serve as advisors. The law." As such, the SBA strongly supports
ing to the US
the US News and World ILDC, introduced to the the adoption of the ILDC.
News and World
Law School last semes
It remains to be seen whether Fac
Report rankings system) ter by Professor Dinah ulty Senate will approve of the ILDC;
Report rankings
system) with re with regard to the number Shelton, has thus emerged as of now, the date on which this vote
will be held has not yet been determined.
gard to the num
victorious.
of journals published.
According to its web- Nonetheless, the SBA remains hopeful
ber of journals
site (www.oxfordlawre- and further anticipates that the steps
published. Speports.com), the ILDC al taken in the direction of adoption of the
cifically, the SBA
found that the Georgetown University lows for consideration of important public ILDC will, in the near future, "be followed
Law Center supports 10 journals and the international law issues which are decided by renewed vigor toward adding more
University of Texas at Austin School of in domestic courts throughout the world. scholarly writing opportunities at the Law
Law supports 12 journals, while GW Law Scholars and legal experts who cover School."
•
BY ANITA VALL IANI

Criminal Justice Reform Project Examines
Prisoners' Ability to Re-enter, Re-integrate
BY SARAH VA LERIO

News Editor
As one of the many pro bono op
tions available to GW Law students, the
Criminal Justice Reform Project (CJRP)
offers an opportunity for participants to
create legislation, lobby, and change the
world around them.
Modeled after GW Law's Animal
Welfare Project, CJRP, which was origi
nally called Project Re-Entry, researches
and analyzes the laws that affect the ability
of persons released from prison to re-enter
and re-integrate into the community. This
issue is especially relevant in the Wash
ington, DC, which has the highest rate of
incarcerated citizens per capita of any state
in the country. Specifically, CJRP aims to
produce a comprehensive report of the
data surrounding a prisoner's release into
society and to make recommendations for
legal reforms in this area.
One of CJRP's student co-chairs,
Leah Lani Kane, said, "We hope to
complete our research by the end of the
calendar year, and in the spring of 2008,
we plan to release our draft legislation
and launch a lobbying campaign." Sarah
Kimberly, CJRP's other student co-chair,
added, "We are planning a conference to
introduce a report on treatment instead
of incarceration with accompanying pro
posed legislation."
Lani Kane said that "criminal justice
policies adopted in the 1980s and 1990s,
such as mandatory minimums, truth in sen

tencing, and the federal government's war
on drugs, have dramatically increased the
prison population in America and jurisdic
tions around the country are struggling
to manage their ever-growing corrections
systems." She also noted that one of the
biggest challenges prisoners released into
society face is battling addictions.
CJRP, which was introduced in the
fall of 2005, is the Law School's most
recent pro bono initiative. During its first
year, more than 20 students volunteered
their efforts. CJRP has since expanded
and includes approximately 50 students,
who work in research teams to conduct
hundreds of hours of research and site
visits to develop a more thorough under
standing of the problems the group seeks
to address.
Like the Animal Welfare Project,
CJRP is a joint effort by students and fac
ulty. Initially, Professors Mary Cheh and
Anne Olesen, both of whom are educated
and experienced in criminal law, oversaw
the CJRP. Professor Donald Braman, who
teaches Evidence and Criminal Law at
the Law School and, in addition, recently
published an article entitled "Punishment
and Accountability" in the UCLA Law
Review, now serves in that capacity.
According to Prof. Braman, CJRP's
student participants are particularly
devoted to the cause. "They are incred
ibly motivated," Prof. Braman said. He
added that Lani Kane and Kimberly play
an important role in the CJRP. "[They]
have done a fantastic job. I provide a little

organizational help and some assistance
wherever I can in terms of contacts and
ideas, but they really run the project along
with the other students."
Lani Kane said she became inter
ested in criminal justice as a result of a
paper she wrote while in graduate school.
"I've long been curious about race and
poverty," she said. "I got a Master's De
gree in Public Administration and I had
to write a paper on a social policy issue.
I looked into the high rate of joblessness
among African-American men. In some
places, like New York City, it is estimated
that half of young African American men
are chronically jobless..'. I found that the
single most significant reason for the poor
labor market outcomes is their involve
ment in the criminal justice system."
Lani Kane noted the degree to
which her interest in criminal justice will
affect her future. "If I were going to prac
tice law in the traditional sense, I would
become a public defender," she said. "But
I'm hoping to work in policy research and
advocacy after I finish law school."
As to why she participates in CJRP,
Kimberly said, "I believe in the impor
tance of addressing reentry issues. I have
an interest in prisoner rights and penal
reform and working on reentry issues is
a natural outgrowth of that interest. It's
difficult to address penal reform without
addressing the need to reduce prison
populations and the unique challenge exoffenders face with they transition from
prison back into society."
•
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CDO Holds Small and Medium Employer
Recruitment Program
2006 when the CDO advertised the event
with open online registration on the CDO
Staff Writer
website and sent out save-the-date cards
to about 1,500 diverse employers in the
On March 29th and 30th, those stu- Washington, DC metropolitan area. In
dents who were granted interviews vied February, the CDO followed up with
for summer and full-time positions as formal invitations and registration materipart of the 2007
als, including eSmall and Memails to 500 tardium Employer
77t<? typ es of employers
geted employers
BY KARLIE DU NSKY

by the Career De-

°ffice

(CDO).
Approximately 40 employers participated in this year's
program, half of

represented in the Small and
Medium Employer Recruitment
Program vary
each Jyear
J
*
according to the job market•
This year, many participating
.

, ,

r

,

employers SOUght LL.M.
Students and those pursuing
opportunities in intellectual

for a summer position shortly thereafter, variant hiring needs than larger firms,
"The bidding and interview sched- they are less likely to participate in formal
uling process was incredibly simple," Sung recruitment programs, Parente said,
said. "For time-con"This does
scious lLs, having a
NOT mean that
system to reach em"For time-COnSCWUS lLs, small and mid-sized
ployers
with definite
»
.
,
employers are not as
1
. ,
having
to reach
K •
, ,
d a system
J
job openings is an
enthusiastic about
awesome tool that
employers with definite job hiring," Parent said
cuts down on the
need to research and
reach out to firms

openings is an awesome tool
that

cuts down on the need
from scratch. List- to research and reach out to
ers who s0118^
Z'ZLZtZ
from scratch. Listing
GW Law stu- ers
would always be firms
dents in the past nice, but you can't
more employers would
ask
for
too
m
uch
and
year. Although
always be nice, but you
the registration I'm sure many stu,
, r
'
t
•
deadline for dents did benefit in Can t aSKJOr too mucll and
employers was getting positions."
Em sure many students did
March 9. many
Parente said oene
pnt in
•
b
DOSitions "
eilin
those employ-

!y

11 simp

means
that students need
to reach out to these
firms through mulnot just rely on for
mal interview pro
grams."
The CDO recommends that students who wish to

fmd a Summer P°si"
whom interviewed
J
S
g positions.
ti(m wkh & smaU_
at their local DC
employers reg- the program was a
office or at St.
property (1P) law.
istered late.
good opportunity
~ Brian Sung
or medium-sized
Gregory Luxury
"This for employers as well
employer use more
Hotel & Suites
[was] a great because the program
proactive search
(2033 M Street, NW) and half of whom opportunity for those who ha'[d] not is more high-profile than simply posting a methods, such as meeting with a CDO
only accepted resumes through the Sym- lined up a summer or full-time job yet," job on Symplicity and gave them a chance counselor for advice on making an action
plicity website.
said Kathryn Parente, CDO recruitment to be more visible to GW students.
plan to seek out these types of employers
The types of employers represented manager. "Employers that signfed] up to
"Due to the nature of the small firm on an individual basis,
in the Small and Medium Employer participate [were] specifically interested market, there are always fewer employers
Parente said the CDO encourages
Recruitment Program vary each year ac- in recruiting GW law students." Also, the that participate than in the fall recruitment students who receive offers through the
cording to the job market. This year, many program gave lLs (who did not participate program," Parente said. However, the program to inform them so they can track
participating employers sought LL.M. in the Fall Interview Program) a preview number of participating employers this the program's effectiveness. Students who
students and those pursuing opportunities of how recruitment will work next fall, year marked a dramatic increase from have any questions aboutthe TeciuVtment
last year's 25 employers and 21 employers program may speak with a CDO represenin intellectual property (IP) law. Fewer she said.
tafive at (202)994-7340 or email Kathryn
employers wanted summer law clerks or
Brian Sung, 1L, scheduled two two years ago.
Because small- and medium-sized Parente at kparente@law.gwu.edu or Liza
graduating 3Ls.
interviews with patent prosecution firms
Recruitment began in December through the program and received an offer employers have fewer resources and more Ramirez at lramirez@law.gwu.edu. •
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Ten Ways to Pick Classes
by Daniel Greenspahn
This week the administration will post an initial listing of classes that will be offered next fall. Although students will not register for Fall 2007 classes until
the summer, many of us have already started to think about what courses to select, if for no other reason than procrastination. Here are ten ways to pick classes.
1. Get As Much Guidance As Possible: counseling sessions, online course evaluations, GW's course selection guide, and talking with students and faculty are
invaluable resources for figuring out which classes are the most worthwhile given your interests.
2. Pick Professors Who Are Perennial Favorites: a professor's popularity is not always a sign of a good class, but these ten faculty members are the highest ranked
of those who have taught more than five classes at GW: (1) Carol Izumi, (2) Ira Lupu, (3) Jennifer Lyman, (4) Gregory Maggs, (5) Stephanie Ridder, (6) Roger
Schecter, (7) Peter Smith, (8) Ralph Steinhardt, (9) Ricardo Urbina, and (10) Luize Zubrow.
3. Choose Classes That Are Perennial Favorites: classes ranked highest among those that have been offered more than three times at GW include: (1) Commercial
Paper-Payment System, (2) Constitutional Law/Supreme Court Seminar, (3) Consumer Mediation Clinic, (4) Family Law Seminar, (5) International Taxation I, (6)
International Taxation II, (7) Race, Racism, and American Law, (8) State and Local Taxation, (9) Trial Advocacy, and (10) Vaccine Injury Clinic.
4. Consider Professors Whose Recent Courses Received Top Scores: sixteen professors received top scores from students on their most recent evaluations
including: (1) Alberto Benitez, (2) Karen Brown, (3) David Brunori, (4) Francis Gilligan, (5) Daniel Gordon, (6) Carol Izumi, (7) Glenn Kirschner, (8) Nancy
Kremers, (9) Jonathan Loworn, (10) Joan Meier, (11) Peter Meyers, (12) Anne Olesen, (13) Joan Schaffher, (14) Gregory Smith, (15) Ricardo Urbina, and (16)
Christopher Yukins.
5. Select Engaging Lecturers For Large Classes: professors who have received the highest ratings in classes with more than eighty students are: (1) Paul Butler, (2)
Thomas Colby, (3) C. Thomas Dienes, (4) Gregory Maggs, (5) Todd Peterson, (6) Roger Schecter, (7) Steven Schooner, (8) Jonathan Siegel, (9) Peter Smith, and (10)
Ralph Steinhardt.
6. Consider Well-Liked Professors For Small Classes: professors who have received the highest ratings in classes with fewer than thirty-five students are: (1) David
Brunori, (2) Cathy Constantino, (3) Carol Izumi, (4) Glenn Kirschner, (5) Ira Lupu, (6) Gregory Maggs, (7) Robert Peroni, (8) Todd Peterson, (9) Ralph Steinhardt,
and (10) James Van Ness.
7. Pick Popular Professors for Seminars: the top-rated professors for seminars include: (1) Mary Cheh, (2) Bradford Clark, (3) Glenn Kirschner, (4) Renee Lerner,
(5) Jonathan Loworn, (6) Ira Lupu, (7) Nancy Perry, (8) Stephanie Ridder, (9) Joan Schaffher, and (10) Christopher Yukins.
8. Select Top Professors in GW's Specialty Areas: top-ranked professors in GW's niche areas such as Intellectual Property, Environmental Law, Government
Contracts, and International Law include: (1) Donna Downing, (2) Daniel Gordon, (3) Sean Murphy, (4) Raymond Mushal, (5) Randall Rader, (6) Roger Schechter,
(7) Jonathan Siegel, (8) Gregory Smith, (9) Ralph Steinhardt, and (10) James Van Ness.
9. Consider Top Professors for Skills Classes: skills classes like Trial Advocacy, Negotiations, and Legal Drafting help prepare students to be real-world lawyers,
and the top-ranked professors who teach these courses include: (1) Barry Boss, (2) Robert Bronston, (3) Cathy Constantino, (4) Francis Gilligan, (5) Ross Guberman,
(6) Michael Lackey, (7) John Mott, (8) Scott Pagel, (9) Todd Sanders, and (10) Ricardo Urbina.
10. Choose Classes That Most Interest You: in the end there is no substitute for genuine interest in a topic, so take advantage of the unique chance to study
computer crime, consumer mediation, forensic science, or some other area of interest with the experts who teach at GW.
LJ

J jq

Enroll by April 20th and get free
substantive MBE lectures on audio CD!
Study while driving...Study at the gym...
Listen to MBE prep on your computer or
CD player when your eyes are just too
tired to read another page! Enroll in
Kaplan/PMBR's comprehensive MBE
program before April 20th and receive our
multi-state lecture CDs—FREE!

Here's what some of our July '06
multistate bar review students had
to say:
"The CDs were excellent. I liste ned to them
in my car and on my headphones. I
believe they were integral to my test score.
I got s uch a high score on the MBE that
Michigan didn't even grade my essays.
Thank you for your great product."

Kaplan/PMBR audio CDs cover the substantive taw in
each of the multi-state topics, and each has a detailed
list of topics by track so you can skip to the content you

"The audio CDs were amazing. Some of
the points from the PMBR CDs were nearly
word-for-word on the bar."

want to review.
"I pa ssed the exam because I liste ned to

/ Torts (6 hours)

/ Contracts (9 hours)

the CDs every waking moment (and even

• Property (6 hours)

/ Criminal Law (3 hours)

as I wa s drifting off to sleep) and made

• Evidence (6 hours)

/ Constitutional Law (6 hours)

daily routine. The instruction on those CDs

100-question practice tests a part of my
was extraordinary!"

And if you enroll in our comprehensive program
(6-Day Foundation Course + 3-Day Final Review Course),
you'll receive all six sets of CDs free! Or enroll in either
the 6-Day or 3-Day course and receive any 3 sets!'

"The CDs are excellent. I liste ned to them
in the car, when I was jogging, etc. so that
I was able to study even when I wasn't
sitting down at a desk. Great idea!"

kapianprnbw*
MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW

www.pmbr.com | 1-800-523-0777 | 1-800-315-1735
'Must enroll in both t he 6-Day Foundation Course and the 3-Day Final Review course and pay tuition in full by April 20, 20 07. Not valid with any other offer, rebate, or promotion.
tMust enroll in either the 6-Oay Foundation Course or the 3-Day Final Review course and pay tuition in full by Apr il 20, 2007. Cannot be combined with any other offer, rebate, or promotion.
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Designer Dogs & Optimized
Offspring
Man's best friend comes in all
This means one can eventually pre ask for your three to five pound Chi-Poo
shapes and sizes, with some so divergent dict the size of a dog based on the genes with long legs, pink nose, and extra fluffy
that one wonders how beasts like a Great of the parent. Well sure, one can do that fur in a panda print pattern. It hearkens
Dane and a Poodle could be at all related now based on normal eugenics, but the back to Jeff Goldblum as the know-it-allto each other. As a general rule of thumb, set of tools that could become
if the two can interbreed they're of the available to affect this breed
JIMI CHANG
same species, but the outcome of the off ing are much more direct.
spring is generally unknown until the litter Chihuahuas are notorious for
is born. Scientists at the National Human having 1 in 4 puppies not sur
Genome Research Institute, however, vive birth simply because they
have recently deterare SO small. Why obnoxious scientist in Jurassic Park stating,
mined the gene in
not just tweak this "Your scientists were so preoccupied with
Chihuahuas are notorious
canines that carries
gene in the moth whether or not they could, they didn't stop
for having 1 in 4 puppies not er's egg to make to think if they should."
all of this variation.
The gene has a high
But dogs are generally meant to be
survive birth simply because sure the offspring
number of locations
is just a little larger human companions, so the moral argu
they are so small. Why not
on it that are prone
but still retains all ment isn't that intense. The next looming
to mutation. Es
of the Chihuahua step is when people genetically monitor
just tweak this gene in the
sentially, the same
or modify their own kids to give their
mother 's egg to make sure the characteristics?
single spots in the
It only has to be children an advantage in life. With more
gene are consistent offspring is just a little larger
done once, and all understanding of the human genome,
ly wild cards that
following
genera potential parents will more than likely
but still retains all of the
vary from breed
tions will have the alter their eggs to be as smart and healthy
of dog to breed of Chihuahua characteristics? It same change. As as scientifically possible. The application
dog. The changes only has to be done once, and science develops of technology for selection of children is
in that gene, or the
more un already happening and being regulated.
all following generations will further,
change in values
derstanding will Sonograms have been made illegal in
have the same change.
in those variable
be had and deeper some countries that have cultural prefer
alterations will be ences for male children in order to protect
locations, alter the
made. The slip female fetuses, at least until birth. The
amount of growth
factor production. The more growth fac pery slope isn't too hard to see from this harder question comes when parents, are
point. You go to the Chanel Kennel and given advance knowledge that their childtor, the larger the resulting animal.

to-be might be disabled in some way.
Given, the knowledge and oppor
tunity, the rational actor who is unre
strained by external morals will do what
is possible to have the child
with stronger ligaments for
sports, denser gray matter for
academics, and greener eyes
for modeling. This sounds
like science-fiction right now,
but once it exists in a commercially vi
able form, is it wise to let free will and
the market determine its application? Or
should there be an infrastructure of laws
governing technologies such as genetic
engineering? It is hard enough to create
reasonable laws for currently existing
issues, so it is almost assured that sci
ence will outpace any laws that intend to
constrain developments before they are
realized. Perhaps the best course of action
is to pay attention and remain vigilant in
examining just what every advance means
and how to apply each development.
Eventually there must be a social discus
sion as to whether such technology is the
next step in evolution or a crime against
nature, but ideally that will occur after I
have my 100 lb. talking golden-wolf-labbernard with tiger-stripe fur pattern made.
1 tbinVcthaPwill be the perfect pet for tryy
unadulterated children.
D

Intellectually Problematic

Attend the final round of the

2007 McKenna Long & Aldridge
"Gilbert A. Cuneo" Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
Thursday, April 12, 2007
6:00 p.m.
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
717 Madison Place, NW
(opposite the White House on Lafayette Park)

Reception and Awards Ceremony to follow at

McKenna Long & Aldridge
1900 K Street NW
7:30 p.m.
Please RSVP for Reception to Cindy McDonald
(202) 496-7621 or cmcdonald@mckennalong.com
_r
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Privacy Update
For the last year or so I've been data retention schedule but that the policy
writing articles about privacy. Some of my was proprietary and confidential and may
recent articles have addressed issues such vary based on a number of statutory and
as the Department of Homeland Security, subjective factors. In short, I don't know
the Medical Information Bureau, Medical much more about the MIB's data reten
Identity Theft, and Social Security Num tion policies than I did when I wrote the
bers on Transcripts. In this final article article, but citing another unpublished
"proprietary" document,
of the year, I want to give
the
VP/General Counsel
you a brief update and let
did
promise
that MIB does
you know that I do more
not
share
any
information
than just whine and podcast
collected
over
the phone
about privacy problems.
with
insurance
companies.
I actually do something
The moral of the story
about these problems, and
is
the
same - make sure you
I'm making progress.
do
a
careful cost-benefit
Social Security Numbers
analysis
before you ask for
and Transcripts
an
MIB
report. You will
Even though George
have
to yield highly
Washington Univer
sensitive
informa
sity has replaced the
AARON TITUS
tion
to
MIB,
and if
SSN with the GWID,
you
haven't
applied
transcripts still con
for most types of in
tain your SSN, name,
surance
for the last 7
and date of birth.
years,
your
MIB
report
will
be
empty.
These three pieces of information are
Department
of
Homeland
Security
sufficient to commit identity theft, and
After returning from an interna
a transcript in the wrong hands can pose
a serious risk to students who must mail tional trip in March, the Department of
multiple transcripts to various organiza Homeland Security (DHS) demanded
tions. I surveyed the top 127 national to know my precise destination street
schools and discovered that GW is a part address. I refused to tell them. I do not
of the bottom 1/4 of nationally ranked believe DHS has the authority to track the
schools when it comes to requiring the movement of United States citizens once
they arrive in the country simply because
SSN on transcripts.
Since writing the article, I presented they once fell into the broad class of "in
my findings to the American Association ternational traveler." The address easily
of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions can be falsified by bad guys, which means
Officers (AACRAO). My findings and the form has the effect of tracking the
AACRAO's statistics do no coincide. movements of only law-abiding citizens
They have not yet responded.
and does not enhance security.
I also walked a bill through the GW
The result was 45 minutes of in
Student Senate to encourage the Univer timidating tactics and interrogation by six
sity Administration to allow students to officers, designed to induce compliance.
remove the SSN from their transcripts. In the end, they confiscated my form for
The resolution passed unanimously, and "special processing," without explain
I began working with administration of ing what that means or what the effects
ficials to make the change.
will be. I don't know if I have a profile,
I was told that my recommendation what it says, what government agencies
was forwarded to the university's Aca have access to it, or if it will inhibit my
demic Information Technology Council movement or employment opportunities
(AITC), chaired by Mary Bayliss. A few in the future. I walked out intimidated
weeks ago, she e-mailed me, "...the over and a little scared of what awaits me in
whelming decision was to move forward the future.
with the processes that will enable stu
I've told some of my friends about
dents to make a choice to have their SSN the run-in with DHS over the phone. Then
on the transcript or not."
half-jokingly I've said something like,
Score for privacy.
"You'd better be careful, because you're
Medical Information Bureau (MIB)
talking to an enemy of the state. Our
The MIB is a medical data ware conversation is probably being recorded."
house for the insurance industry. They Then we both laugh nervously because
store a kind of "medical credit report" on the idea is simultaneously absurd and
about 20% of the United States popula frighteningly plausible.
tion and offer a free disclosure annually. In
Since publishing the report, I've
order to get the report, however, you must received a lot of feedback. Surprisingly,
yield a staggering amount of sensitive, this episode has evoked other stories of
personal information: SSN, First, Middle, airport encounters, far more egregious
and Last names, previous surnames, Date than my own experience. A woman, who
of Birth, Place of Birth, Occupation, Cur is still too frightened to come forward after
rent Address, and Telephone Number. several years, gave a detailed account of
When I requested a report, I gave up all a detention by individuals who identi
of this information, but it turns out that fied themselves as FBI agents after she
my report was empty.
returned home from Ireland. The now
I then decided to find out where my grand-aunt was taken to a hotel, forcibly
personal information was being stored, placed on an IV, and threatened with
which was the focus of my article and truth-inducing drugs.
podcast. Neither the MIB website nor
I have written to DHS with my
MIB representatives had any information questions and concerns but have not
about how long my personal information received an answer. A friend with ties to
was stored, with whom it would be shared, the Transportation Security Administra
or how it was used. The not-so-flattering tion has promised to put me in touch with
report piqued the interest of the MIB's someone soon.
VP/ General Counsel, who contacted me
And assuming that I make it through
directly to clarify a couple of points.
the summer without being detained, I plan
Without reference to any published to continue to write about privacy next
document, he asserted that they do have a semester.
•

Privacy

Disco
My lovely and talented editor grant- dance and have a good time without resort
ed me permission to write about music to 50 Cent. By all means, go buy this,
this week. I've elected to squander this
Another essential disco-tinged rock
opportunity and write about disco.
album, in my opinion, is LCD SoundDisco is a much-maligned musical system's Sound Of Silver. I don't know
genre, but should it be? It is the sole musi- what silver sounds like and neither will
cal genre that I
y°u after hearing
believe is un—
this album. But
BLFF
what SoS will do
derrated. My
for you is correct
high opinion
any misconcep
should be tak
tions of what an
en with a ca
electronic album
veat, however,
as I am 90% certain that I was conceived can be. Though it aims for traditional
to the Saturday Night Fever soundtrack, dance grooves like those made with drum
Disco has thus literally h ad a profound machines, all of the instruments are live
impact on my very existence. Still, it's instruments. This gives the album a conunclear to me why its
sistent, organic feel,
legacy is fraught with
Sounds of Silver is a
gritty'throwback rock
shame and contempt.
Disco is a muchDancing is a strange,
.
album. James Murma'lSne" mUSlCdl
unnatural human
phy, the lead singer, is
not much of a singer,
enterprise, but dancgenre, but should
. b? /f fj ,he sgle
but his sardomu Iyrj
ing almost invariably
makes us all feel good.
ics and impassioned
Shouldn't the pop culmusical genre that I
growls position him as
a hiPster Shaman. And
ture Zeitgeist celebrate
believe is underrated.
and embrace an idiom
there's lots and LOTS
that carries with it such
0f cowbell. Every song
a power? Moreover,
bn SoS is exceedingly
disco never left: it's got slinky bass lines, strong. My personal favorite is "Us V
cowbells, overdone glitz, and polyester Them," a tribal, frantic, funk-infused rock
- the kids still love that stuff. Self-indul- anthem. "Watch The Tapes" is a wild 80's
gent, Travolta-dominated, sure, but I have New Wave-type track, and "Someone
a feeling that more people like disco than Great" has one of the filthiest grooves
are willing to admit.
I've ever heard. Sound of Silver rendered
To this end, some of the best rock this listener a thrashing, dancing, pensive,
I've heard lately has a prominent disco laughing mess. If you take nothing else
element. One of the best of these is The from
our time together, you have to go
Rapture, who put out a disc called Pieces out and buy it.
Of The People We Love. Pieces is the sound
There's some other non-disco alof a punk-rock group that kidnapped bums that you should also consider. Air's
Bootsy Collins and made him make them Pocket S ymphony is a gorgeous ambient
funkier; they sound like Franz Ferdinand album that provides a wonderful accomif Franz Ferdinand were actually any paniment to any slow-moving activity,
good. Most of the tracks are energetic and be it sleeping, studying, eating, or crying,
upbeat, catchy without being obnoxious. The Kings of Leon's Because of the Times
They're guitar-driven songs with strong sounds like the southern rock "Dark Side
melodies, but each song is anchored by of the Moon." Albert Hammond's Yours
disco high-hat sounds, a throbbing bass To Keep is the inexplicably sunny, literate,
line, and a general party-type ambiance, solo debut of the Strokes' lead guitarist.
There are a couple different clowns who And the Arcade Fire's Neon Bible is a
sing along, but the groove is The Rapture's magnificent, anthemic revelation from
strength. The highlight of the album is rock's Next Big Thing. I highly recomclearly its first single, "Woo! Alright- mend all six.
Yeah . . .Uh Huh," where the lead singer
Apparently this is the last Nota Bene
makes fun of his audience for not, in fact, of my law school life. For the record, Ken
dancing. "The Devil" sounds like filthy, Bork wrote it. I'd like to thank Chuck
bare-knuckle rock mashed up with George Klosterman and Nick Hornby for letting
Clinton. If I ever went running, this is me shamelessly try to ape their writing
the type of album I would throw on the styles; Sarah, for her patience, bluntness,
iPod. It's also good to put on in mixed and infinite wisdom; and my pseudonym
company if you're trying to "fun" up for giving me the courage to write this
the atmosphere. The Rapture proves that goofy, lowbrow garbage every other week,
intelligent music listeners can laugh and Thank you for reading.
•

Biff Around Town

Nota Bene would like to congratulate
the new editorial board!
Anita Valliani - EIC
Wasim Rahman - Managing Editor
Sarah Valerio - News Editor
Matt Brown - Opinions Editor
Sean Conway - Features Editor
Jimi Chang - Assis tant News Editor
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Scenes front Moot Court 2008
Respondent: Your honor, may it turn the court's attention to the baseball
please the court. Jack McLawyerstein for media's utter disdain for "non-traditional"
the respondent, the American baseball statistics. Outside of a handful of writers,
most baseball writers are disgusted by the
fan.
non-Triple
Crown batting statistics or new
Judge: You again? Wasn't your cli
pitching
metrics.
New York Times sports
ent just in here the other day?
columnist
Murray
Chass recently bragged
R: That was last year, your honor,
that
he
didn't
know
what VORP stood
when we brought a case against Barry
for
nor
did
he
feel
the
need to take the 30
Bonds for being a cheater and an asshole.
seconds
to
look
it
up.
Today, my client is under attack from
J: And this is a big deal why? Also
the very sports media whose job it is to
what is VORP?
provide coverage and
R: V O R P
analysis for the sportsstands
for Value Over
watchingpublic. Today's
Replacement
Player.
columnists and announc
It represents a play
ers have lost touch with
er's value against a
the average fan, who is
standard benchmark,
turning more and more
which is an average
to sports blogs and base
AAA
minor leaguer,
ball analysis websites.
in
terms
of rims cre
The traditional sports
ated.
Park
factors and
media, unsatisfied with
the
player's
position
this trend, has lashed out
are taken into ac
by attacking bloggers, socount, and the higher
called "stat nerds," and
the number, the better
even athletes who dare to
the player. Given that
speak to the fans without
Mr. Chass writes
going through the me
JONATHAN AUERBACH
about sports for
dia middleman.
a living, it would
J: What type of
seem like he should
relief are you seek
be required to read
ing?
up on the latest
R: We are seek
ing a court order that would require sports developments. Would a company
every " old-time" broadcaster or writer or keep a programmer around who refused
anyone who likes to mock people who to learn a new programming language? 1
think not.
use other baseball sta
J: Five minutes,
tistics besides average,
counselor.
home runs, and RBIs
VORP stands for Value
R: Finally your
to read the book Moneyhonor, we would like
Over Replacement
ball by Michael Lewis.
to point out the venom
Also, we would like
Player. It represents a
that the traditional me
a permanent injunc
player *s value against
dia has toward sports
tion preventing anyone
from saying "waiting
a standard benchmark blogs. This would in
clude columns com
for the home run," or
... in terms of runs
"clogging up the base
paring bloggers to
paths."
homeless people, colcreated.
J: Counselor, you
umns making fun of
are asking for a prior
athletes who decide to
restraint, and seeing as how this matter start their own blog (as Dan Shaughnessy
concerns neither national security nor did of Curt Schilling's new blog recently),
obscenity, I am just going to pretend you or sports radio hosts who tell their listen
didn't say that last sentence.
ers to issue a denial of service attack on
R: Very well, your honor. I would thebiglead.com after the site made fun of
like to turn the court's attention to our said radio host. These people feel threat
main defendant, Mr. Joe Morgan. As ened by the emergence of sports blogs as
has been thoroughly documented by viable alternatives to their own writing,
firejoemorgan.com in their amicus brief, and, rather than improving their own
Mr. Morgan is the pinnacle of the old- writing in the spirit of competitiveness,
time baseball fan who refuses to consider they instead choose to insult and denigrate
other baseball viewpoints other than his other people who are better than they are.
own. His view is that if you didn't play It is quite sad.
the game, he doesn't have to listen to you.
J: One minute. Wrap it up, please.
Morgan bashes Moneyball constantly even
R: In closing, I would just like to
though he has never read the book and say that sports broadcasters and writers
refuses to read it because, in his opinion, should be embracing new baseball view
a book can't teach him anything new points and content distribution methods,
not mocking them. This conduct sends a
about baseball.
J: What is so wrong about Mr. message to the baseball fan that listening
Morgan being steadfast in his view on or reading what these people have to say
baseball? It seems like ESPN has hired is a privilege, when in reality, it should
him to do color commentary because be the other way around. Even if we
of his knowledge and experience of the don't prevail today, I would hope that the
game.
Joe Morgans of the world would take
R: That may be true, your honor, a moment and reflect on whether their
but the game of baseball is constantly stubbornness and sense of superiority is
evolving, and Mr. Morgan doesn't see really helping the game of baseball. Thank
the need to change with the times. His you, your honor.
disdain for the views of so-called baseball
outsiders is very ignorant and ultimately
As this is my last column of the year,
hurts baseball fans because they are never I would like to thank my editor Sarah and
exposed to new ideas while watching everyone else on the Nota Bene staff for their
his broadcasts. We would next like to hard work this year.
•

Left- Wing Lock

A Great Day Trip:
Visit the Monticello
Wine Trail
BY EVELYN KIM

Life Outside the Law
Virginia is emerging as one of the major producers of wine
in the United States. In fact, Virginia comes in fifth—after Cali
fornia, Washington, New York, and Oregon—in terms of largest
number of wineries in a state. I want to specifically highlight the
wineries in the Charlottesville area (near University of Virginia
and about a 2 hour drive from D.C.) dubbed the Monticello Wine
Trail. These wineries have their roots with Thomas Jefferson, who
wanting to produce wines similar to those he found in Europe,
started a winery on hisestate. The Monticello Wine Trail currently
includes over twenty wineries concentrated in or near the historic
town of Charlottesville. The "trails" include four or more winer
ies grouped near each other and allow for tasters to visit several
wineries in one day.
You will find that each winery has its own unique character.
Some wineries cater to tourists as they include vineyard tours, gift
shops, gourmet restaurants, and tastings of an extensive collection
of wines. Other wineries in the trail are more "mom and pop"
types with a more limited offering of wines. Most of the wineries
offer wine tastings for free, but some require a small fee. Visiting
the wine trail during the summer and fall are highly recommended
as the countryside in the Charlottesville area is very beautiful and
makes for great scenic driving.
The Monticello Wine Trails are organized by region as fol
lows:
North Trail
Oakencroft Vineyard & Winery, King Family Vineyards,
White Hall Vineyards, and Stone Mountain Vineyards
West Trail
Veritas Vineyards & Winery, Afton Mountain Vineyards,
Cardinal Point Vineyard and Winery, Hill Top Berry Farm &
Winery, Wintergreen Winery
South Trail
Jefferson Vineyards, Kluge Estate Winery & Vineyard, First
Colony Winery, DelFosse Vineyard & Winery, Mountain Cove
Vineyard and Winegarden
East Trail
Barboursville Vineyards, Horton Cellars Winery, Keswick
Vineyards
The wineries also host a variety of events throughout the
year including festivals featuring wine (of course), jazz, crafts,
fine arts, food, and more. Check out www.MonticelloWineTrail.
com for details including a map of the trails and descriptions of
each winery.
•
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The Revolution Will Not Be Televised

\
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Overnight, the plea letter made its known as BIGLAW, in the biggest mar
these firms have many options. But none exist for that firm, rather than lumping
rounds to the inboxes of AmLaw 100 kets, brings with it other extremes such as
is as insulting as softening expectations everything together into the mish-mash
partners, as facially innocuous as Martin big clients, big prestige, big costs of living
and rewards to meet the demands of a of statistics. In this case, disclosure of the
Luther's ninety-five theses - but with the and big competition. Many people want
lower common denominator. And though long hours attracts, or leaves, everyone but
same powerful, subsumed defiance. "We to be there, so it is not surprising that the
it may behoove the firm to accommodate the right people - those who are willing,
are all familiar with the escalation of as pressure is so high. Neither should it be a
the needs of some, to act where it would in their estimation, to exchange their time
sociate salaries and billable
surprise that the longest hours create a mixed effect for all would under and efforts for the work as it is accurately
hours," it asserts, "as well as
are required to keep up with mine the incentives that push its lawyers described.
the problems it causes. We
everyone else gunning to get to work harder. In doing so, it would un
And the students? Well. I have to
intend to bring [it] to a close."
ahead - sometimes to the ex dermine its own ability to compete with laugh. There's something to be said about
As a remedy, the letter urges
tent that the limits of physical other firms.
that kind of pernicious sense of entitle
several radical changes to
and psychological endurance
For the firms, it might behoove ment. I would note that anyone in enough
the structure of the big law
become the baseline, or rest them to mandate the disclosure of work demand to be able to work at an AmLaw
firm environment: movement
not far above it. Fair assump ing hours (beyond mere billables, and 100 firm most likely has less-demanding
toward a transactional billing
tion then, so long as there will certainly beyond billable requirements) employers willing to snap them up, so it's
system, reduction of billable
always be people willing to for individual attorneys. They should not as if these people are without recourse
hour expectations for partner
meet such demands for what provide oversight by verifying the figures if they can't hack it at Skadden or Paul
ship, more viable balancedthey offer in trade - whether and giving the appropriate discretion for Weiss. I am sure their local Legal Aid of
hours policies, and
money, prestige, the attorneys that provide them. That is fice would be happy to have them.
candor with the
or career mobil something, like the starting salaries of
That's it for this year. It's time to say
MATTHEW S. BROWN
work demands of
ity - it won't be graduates from certain law schools, that goodbye to the latest of my pseudonyms,
new associates.
necessary for the ought to be rendered with full clarity as and finally break my cover of anonymity.
Hmm. As I
best firms to cut soon as the courting stage begins. No il I will be rejoining Nota Bene in the fall as
write this on Good
them back.
lusions, no traps, and no second-guessing. its Opinions Editor, doing my part to en
Friday, it seems
At that lev A useful set of data would include an courage discourse and debate among the
appropriate to recall the dangers of Mes el of the business, finding talent is not dif accounting for variations among practice people who make up GW Law, and might
sianic behavior.
ficult (although retaining it, as discussed groups and regional offices to provide an have another column in the works. Thank
On these facts alone, I would for below, is a different story). Such as it is, individualized view into all the niches that you for your readership!
•
give you for thinking that something this
audacious originated from a concerned
American Bar Association. Much more so
if you supposed a group of mid-level asso
ciates, putting their reputations on the line
to advance their own well-being. But that
is not so. This petition comes from those
with inarguably the least leverage to make
its demands, much less rebel against the
expectations of their potential employers
where so much money is at stake.
Speaking out are over a hundred
attendees of the top law schools in the
country, a group called Law Students
Building a Better Legal Profession. The
overarching theme of its mission (view
able at http://refirmation.wordpress.
com), though it may allude to employer
incentives such as morale and efficiency,
is simple work-life balance for lawyers.
The group takes issue with the premise
that attorneys must work to meet unnec
essary and unrealistic work schedules,
often due to the caprice of out-of-touch
partners, and implies that this is neither
a pragmatic nor sustainable situation. So
much, in fact, that sacrificing pay for free
time is a feasible exchange.
Quaint. The indigenous peoples
of South America, when first thrust into
combat against Cortes, blessed themselves
with all sorts of magical talismans. Rather
than flee, they went into battle confident
that they would have protection against
an objectively superior foe. The Spanish
noted their customs with derision and
easily cut them down with their muskets.
There's a similar mystic idealism here
by the students ~ a failure to grasp the
fundamental nature of the enemy that
they confront.
The private practice of law is not
different from other professional fields, in
that the expectations of any particular of
fice ultimately correlate with the amount
of work and its potential availability.
There is an assurance of either (as in
professions like banking and accounting)
for a handful of upper-echelon firms in
large cities - like the ones who received
and were implicated by the law students
email.
That's a simple notion. But as I see
Enroll on line and receive a $50 discount or
it, the group doesn't seem to account for
this, that conditions like these might be
call us toll-free at: 1.877.466.1250
inherent with firms of such high status,
regardless of whether they are engaged in
law or any other kind of business. What's
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My Back Pages
It must seem like a different world. a Republican, and he is investigating the
And in a way it is - in that way where politically motivated firings of eight fed
the passage of time and the occurrence eral prosecutors across the country. And
of events so shifts your perception of the Senate passed more emergency war
what is possible that you look back on funding for Iraq and Afghanistan...with
certain moments in wonder. Who knew a timeline for withdrawal. The President
it could happen so quickly? What took so has threatened to veto the bill, and he will
long? "Ah, but I was so much older then," then be the one responsible for denying
funding for the troops.
Bob Dylan once mused.
"...I'm younger than
"I'm younger than that
that now."
BY JOSHUA TEIT ELBAUM
now."
The President's
It was only last
steadfast sinking has not
September, after all. The
only drowned his term,
President, Vice Presi
but
his party as well.
dent and Secretary of
Americans
don't
want
to even identify
Defense set out on a series of speeches
themselves
as
Republicans
in the same
before the midterm elections to talk about
way
they
did
eight
months
ago. Half
the looming threat of terrorism, the need
consider
themselves
Democrats,
while
for steadfast resolve and the challenge
ahead. They implied that Democrats only thirty-five percent call themselves
were appeasers and compared Bush to Republicans, according to a recent Pew
poll. Bush may have
Truman instead. The
only the party faithful
latest national secu
The President
left, but even those
rity strategy released
closest to him are in
transferred fourteen
by the White House
creasingly losing faith.
found that "America
terror detainees, the
Matthew Dowd, chief
is safer, but we are not
'worst-of-the-worst,'
campaign strategist
yet safe."
to Bush-Cheney '04,
Don't worry, but
from CIA prisons
recently told the New
be afraid. The President
across the globe to
York Times that he had
transferred fourteen
Guantanamo Bay.
written an op-ed titled
terror detainees, the
r i • > ni » . * » . i
f
"Kerry was Right,"
but never submitted it.
from CIA prisons across
the globe to Guantanamo Bay. Who was Victor Gold, family friend of the Bushes
there in the first place? Congress passed and Cheneys and coauthor of a novel
the Military Commissions Act to try with the vice president's wife, has written
these detainees, while removing the writ a new book of his own - "Invasion of
of habeas corpus. The chairman of the the Party Snatchers." Gold wrote in the
Senate Judiciary Committee declared it biography of Cheney for the Inaugural
unconstitutional on the ^a ^m program in 2001 - "a
Senate floor, and then
conservative who'll see a
The President's
voted for it. The Senate
road less traveled; a po
unanimously passed $63
steadfast sinking has litical realist who sees his
billion more for the wars
and the world
not only drowned his country
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
around him not in terms
term, but his party
"...but I was so much
of leaden problems but
older then."
golden opportunities."
as well. Americans
Eight months lat
He wrote six years later,
don't want to even
er. Donald Rumsfeld is
"he was hiding who he
no longer Secretary of
really was."
identify themselves
Defense, replaced by a
For that is the sto
as Republicans in the
member of the Bakerry of the last year. The
Hamilton Committee,
same way they did
crumbling of conser
Robert Gates. Gates has
vatism as a governing
eight months ago.
since testified that the
philosophy for modern
commissions at GuanAmerica is no longer in
tanamo "lack credibility" in "the inter hiding. It's obvious for all to see. Th
e ques
national community," and have been so tion remains, what will replace it? This is
"tainted" that he advocated to the White the question that underlies the race to be
House that the prison be shut down. The the next president.
first trials there have begun, and the first
I'm sure that in another year, when
sentence handed down.
we have the nominees from both parties,
Nine months. The worst of the we will again look back and ask, who
worst? The chairman of the Senate Judi knew it could happen so quickly? What
ciary Committee looks slightly different took so long? "Ah, but I was so much older
as well. Taller and balder, he is no longer then. I'm younger than that now."
•

On the Left

From the Right Last
Shots
It has developed into a bit of a seems to be working. Iraqi citizens are
custom at Nota Bene that the final point- taking a more active role in providing
counterpoint column be something information to American and Iraqi troops,
special. Last year my predecessor signed and former belligerent tribal leaders in
off with a heartfelt push for readers to places like Anbar Province are suddenly
become more involved in their respective aligning themselves AGAINST local
political causes. My counterpart and I insurgent forces.
But instead of seizing the momen
decided to look back at the year in review.
tum that our new strat
Of course, what po
egy
is providing, the
litical column would
Democrats
sold out.
be complete without
BY ADAM J . BESTER
They abandoned both
one last stab at the
their earlier promises
opposition...
of pursuing a new
Over the past
strategy for success
year, from the Re
publican perspective, we talked about and their current obligations to support
the Democratic delusion that people and fund our troops on the ground. They
actually trust them with national security want to set arbitrary deadlines uncon
issues. We addressed the Supreme Court's nected to progress on the ground, and
strange conclusion that the global war they're willing to attach these tentative
on terror is not an international conflict. retreat dates to the very bills that provide
We highlighted why we shouldn't ignore food, medical supplies, ammunition, and
Ahmadinejad when he talks about blow body armor to our troops. Retreat is now
ing other countries off the face of the higher on their priority list than a new
earth. We talked about why taking guns strategy for success. They really have
away from law-abiding citizens is no way pulled off a bait-and-switch.
"Measuring Drapes for Somebody
to deter crime, why the midterm election
really shouldn't have surprised anyone, Else's House" or "Pelosi's Power Trip"
Somebody really needs to tell
why the political parties are headed for
a massive set of identity crises, why the Speaker Pelosi that she shouldn't be
President was going to say the same measuring the White House windows
for drapes. She is the Speaker of the
things every president says in the State of
the Union, why it's a good idea to keep House, which means she gets a big chair,
insurance decisions in private hands, and a wooden hammer, and the power to tell
we touched on why the answer to income other members of the house when they're
disparity is not to play "Robin Hood." allowed to talk, but she is not the Secretary
We showed that "redeployment" really of State. Nor is she an ambassador, or
just means retreat, and we lamented that even an ambassador's personal assistant.
the current Administration is absolutely Being elevated to Speaker of the House
terrible at anything that has to do with did not endow her with magic extra-Con
public relations.
stitutional foreign affairs powers. While
Of course, what wrap-up column Robert Turner of the Wall Street Journal
would be complete without revisiting a reports that Speaker Pelosi may have actu
few issues and providing a springboard ally committed a felony violation of the
to next year? Here are a couple bf things Wagner Act by discussing U.S. policy with
for readers to chew on:
a foreign government, we can be fairly
The "Bait and Switch" or "Why certain that it is at least highly imprudent
the Democrats missed the point in the to discuss policy with a foreign govern
midterms"
ment despite the expressed disapproval
Probably my favorite political trend of the President.
of the past year has been the Democrat's
The United States can have no effec
sleight-of-hand change in their Iraq policy. tive foreign policy if those in Congress are
After campaigning on the promise of a unwilling to heed the President's warnings
"new strategy for success," the Democrats not to meddle in difficult relationships
have decided to push for abject retreat. like those between the US. and Syria. I
Or is it withdrawal? No, I'm pretty sure know that Howard Dean thinks the 2008
that now it's "redeployment." Whatever election is a foregone conclusion and that
way they try to couch it, they missed the Speaker Pelosi is just setting the stage for
boat. They were elected on promises of the new Democratic foreign policy. But
a better strategy in Iraq, but a successful really, let's not get the cart too far ahead
one nonetheless.
of the donkey...
Of course now we have a new com
To conclude, I would like to thank
mander on the ground, General Petraeus, Nota Bene, its staff, my counterpart on
and he even came gift-wrapped complete the left who provided a spirited yet civil
with a new strategy. He has used the surge debate, and of course the readers. Good
to redirect and refocus our forces at the luck to everyone on exams and good luck
strategic operational level and it actually wherever your careers may take you. •

On the Right
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OPINIONS

Competition in
Satellite Radio
By now most people at the Law price. Ergo, between regular radio and the
School have heard about the Consumer potential of more satellite providers in the
Coalition for Competition in Satellite coming years, any sort of network-effects
Radio (C3SR), a student-run consumer or path-dependency argument could be
advocacy organization dedicated to difficult to make.
protecting competition in the satellite
When C3SR first formed, in an
radio industry. In other words, it wants informal conversation with Chris Reale,
to stop the proposed Sirius/XM merger. I quipped that C3SR ought to play the
C3SR seems to be a fantastic project to Ticketmaster angle, i.e., that they should
get involved in - it should prove to be a say something like, "If you guys don't like
heck of an experience and
Ticketmaster, you'll really
you're sure to learn a lot,
BY ADAM PE ARLMAN
hate this monopoly." I hate
certainly about antitrust,
Ticketmaster so much that
but also business in gen
even the fact that GW uses
eral, the telecom industry,
it as a vendor for events
economics, and, assuming the group car at the Smith Center, to me, is a sign that
ries forward the multi-platform argument, the school has sold out to the Devil. But
intellectual property as well.
this deal wouldn't really create a TicketIf the project prevails, it will be a master-type entity (not unless regulators
notable victory for GW Law students. completely fall asleep at the wheel if or
That said, I believe it has a better shot at when the merger goes through).
winning the lobbying/public-sentiment
Just look at who is likely to side w
ith
battle than it does the legal one.
C3SR against the merger - I'll take two
The overarching problem is one of examples. 1) ClearChannel Worldwide.
market definition - the project invariably Now THAT'S an example of DOJ falling
speaks of the "satellite radio industry." asleep. They arguably have substantial
The parties, Sirius and XM, would argue market power throughout the radio indus
for a much broader definition, saying that try and vertically in the entertainment (at
they participate in a larger market of radio least music) industry in general, owning
frequency services, even audio content thousands of radio stations as well as
delivery in general. Both arguments have many concert (and motorcross) venues
their merits. Benefiting our C3SR stu across the country. And yeah, they're in
dents, satellite radio uses digital formats bed with Ticketmaster. 2) A company that
not subject to the same FCC regulations we don't think of quite as harshly -Apple.
that govern the public radio frequency
Cute Apple. Brought us the iPod and all
spectrum. The students also point out the cool things that go with it. They've
exclusive content and niche programming essentially given us an "iDecade." (Feel
in satellite radio. Nevertheless, a strong free to beat me to a pulp if I ever put "i" in
argument can be made that "regular" and front of a real word ever again.) But from
satellite radio are functional substitutes an intellectual property perspective, and
for each other. In practical, post-merger now from a media distribution perspec
terms, a monopoly on satellite program tive with iTunes (that doesn't count - it's
ming would not keep listeners from tuning their word), Apple hoards its technology.
It's a jealous protector of its platforms.
into AM/FM stations, free of charge.
C3SR takes a reasonable long-term It doesn't license. It does everything inview of this, which sounds much like a house. It does many of the same things
unilateral effects theory with a hint of Microsoft got in trouble for in 2000,
predatory conduct. Basically, in addition except that it hasn't been the long-term/
to price increases for existing subscrib multi-decade dominant player in any
ers, they hypothesize that Sirius/XM industry. Consolidated satellite resources
would attain so much market influence will threaten Apple's music sales.
So, for anybody who's against the
by uniting their platforms that the com
merger
because they're anti-corporation,
bined entity could first start offering free
look
deeper.
If you are against it because
programming or free radios to increase
of
programming
dominance, either don't
its market share. Then it could crash
subscribe
to
their
content, or, if you can
the public radio advertising market that
on
a
student
budget,
invest in companies
makes up 80% of those stations' revenues.
looking
to
compete.
The
Justice Depart
This would severely hamper public radio
ment
has
had
a
couple
of expensive
programming and possibly shut down
defeats
in
the
past
few
years
in high-tech
stations all over the country.
merger
challenges.
They
probably
realize
Two problems are immediately ap
that
a
sixty-year
old
federal
judge
who
parent in this argument. First, the prospect
grew
up
listening
to
the
Beach
Boys
on
of the demise of free radio as we know it
his
A.M.
radio
is
unlikely
to
sympathize
seems a little far-fetched. Even the most
far-sighted court won't look more than a with any argument that depends upon
few years into the future for potentially people paying subscriptions for radio
adverse merger effects, especially for an content, most of which (i.e. music) they
argument that proposes the collapse of can get for free.
C3SR is certainly a worthwhile
an entire industry.
Second, assuming spectrum avail exercise - I wholeheartedly encourage
ability, the barriers to entry into the radio students to participate. Winning a Sher
industry, even the satellite radio industry, man 2 argument for monopolization in
are not that big. The costs of putting this market would be remarkable for the
satellites in orbit aren't really that high in school's reputation, not to mention your
corporate terms, and, arguably, could sub individual experiences. But, bank first on
stantially drop after NASA discontinues your lobbying efforts, or vote with your
the shuttle program in a few years. We're feet if you're already a subscriber, because
already seeing Richard Branson trying the crystal ball of merger effects argu
to "Virginize" Earth's orbit with com ments and assertions of resultant market
mercial space flights, and we know the power is pretty hazy for this deal.
For more information about C3SR, visit
Russian space program will pretty much
•
put anything up there for a relatively low www.c3sr.org.

Opinion Writer

Hail to the King
Hello GW Law! First off, let me say pitiful. So we will continue to work with
that it is an honor to have been chosen as the Dean's Office to increase our overall
your SBA President, and I know that the journal participation rate.
next year truly will be a great one. Before
In addition to these initiatives,
I get into next year, I would like to talk next year we will also focus on increas
briefly about last year's SBA, and specifi ing employment opportunities for GW
cally, former President Sam Jammal.
Law students. One area where this will
You know how some people have be addressed is through increased net
a knack for working
working opportunities
extremely hard but still
with alumni. It is sad,
manage to make it all
but perhaps true, that
look effortless? Well,
who you know is more
Sam Jammal was not
important than what
one of those people.
you know. So, by giv
He made it all look
ing our students more
very effortful, if that's
interaction with alums,
even a word. But, he
we hope to address that
did work extremely
"who you know" fac
hard, and most impor
tor. Another way to
tantly, accomplished a
increase post-gradu
great deal for the law
ate opportunities is by
school. The SBA is in
working for a more vi
a better position now
able Loan Repayment
than when he began his
Assistance Program
term, which is a great
(LRAP). As of now,
measure of
a miniscule
his success.
percentage
BRYAN KIN G
So, thank
of GW Law
you to Sam,
students pur
and every
sue public in
one from the
terest work
2006-07 SBA, for all of your hard work.
after graduation. Perhaps by beefing up
In the past year, there has been the LRAP, this will be a more viable op
considerable progress in the two big tion, thus increasing our opportunities.
SBA initiatives: the implementation of a
Finally, I would like,to introduce my
more flexible exam policy and the push Executive Board. I am very excited about
for additional journals. To use a football the events and initiatives on the horizon
analogy, Sam and his team moved the ball for GW Law and the SBA, and this is the
to the 20-yard line and have us in good team that will make everything happen. In
position to score. It's said that the last 20 addition to myself and Brett Sheats (Ex
yards are the most difficult. But, my team ecutive Vice-President), the 2007-08 SBA
will continue to fight until we are moving E-Board is: Matt Rizzolo (VP of Finance),
across that goal fine. (Can you tell that I'm Alex Sarria (Chief of Staff), Janelle Iturbe
(VP of Programming), Seema Mittal (VP
ready for football season?)
In the fall, we will have a pilot pro of Student Affairs), Ryan Sanders (VP of
gram for flexible exams. This issomething Outreach), and Shaina Elias (VP of First
the SBA will monitor very closely, and we Year Students). This is a great group, and
will ensure the student's perspective is not I'm sure they will till make me look very
lost in the process. With regards to the good this year.
Oh, one last thing—Don't forget to
journal push, the impending addition of
the online International Law in Domestic participate in the GW Law Games from
Courts Journal is a step in the right direc 2:30 to 6:30 on Tuesday, April 10th. BBQ,
tion. However, four and a half journals games, and funnel cakes; what more can
•
for a school the size of GW Law is rather you ask for? See you all out there.
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Answer on Page 11

Two lawyers were out hunting
when they came upon a
couple of tracks. After close
examination, the first lawyer
declared them to be deer
tracks. The second lawyer
disagreed, insisting they
must be elk tracks.
They were still arguing when
the train hit them.
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